A SUMMARY OF COMPUTING HISTORY

The development of tools to aid man in calculating began with early humans  who used sticks, stones, notches on a stick, marks in the sand or knots in a rope as aids in counting.  Later fingers were used to perform simple computations. 

One of the earliest calculating devices created was the abacus.  This ancient calculating instruoment has been used for the past two thousand years and even today, is widely used in the Far Eastern countries.

In the seventeenth century, John Napier developed an ingenious device for  multiplying and dividing.  This device, called Napier's bones, was used for many years.

Probably the most outstanding work done in the field of mechanical calculation was accomplished by Charles Smith.  In 1833, this English Mathematician  designed a machine, called the analytical engine, Which was the forerunner of the modern digital computor.  Smith's machine was never built because of  engineering problems; however, this device laid the foundation for machines  to follow.

In the nineteenth century, several key‑driven machines were developed,  including the first commercially practical adding machine, invented in 1884 by  William Burroughs.

It was not until about twenty years after Charles Smith's death that the use  of punch cards was applied to data processing.  Cards had been used earlier to  control patterns in textile looms.  Herman Hollerith, an employee of the  Census Bureau in the USA, used punched card equipment to process the 1890 USA  census.  In 1907, James Powers developed a punched card system to process the  1910 USA census.  The machines developed by Hollerith and Powers were improved  and used for many years to follow.  These machines were forerunners of the  electomechanical data processing systems in use today.  The development of the  computor, as with other calculating devices, took many years.  Charles Smith  planted the seed in 1833.  In 1938, George Stibitz at Bell Laboratories built  several electromechanical computors.

In the years 1937‑1944, Howard Aikein of Harvard University led a group of  engineers in the design of the Automatic Sequence Controlled Calculator (also  called the MARK I).  This large machine used a program to guide it through a  long series of calculations.  It could perform an addition operation in three  tenths of a seconds.  The Mark I was used for more than fifteen years.   Compared with modern computors, it was slow and had a very limited storage  capacity.  Nevertheless, it was the first electomechanical computor. 

In 1942, the ABC, designed fy Dr. John V. Atanasoff went into operation.   During World War II, a special‑purpose computor called COLOSSUS was invented  to decipher German code.  In 1946, at the University of Pennsylvania, the  ENIAC was first used, computing firing and ballistic tables for army artillery  guns.  In the late 1940's, several electronic machines were developed to  perform computations.  However it has not until 1951 that computors were  thought to be anything other than scientific computing instruments.  At this  time, the UNIVAC I machines were built, and during the early 1950's, they were  used extensively for data processing applications.  Shortly after the Korean  War, IBM began to manufacture machines ofr business users.   
By the mid 1960's, computors had assumed an important role in society, leading  the way toward their almost universal application in major business and  government areas today.

Important computors such as the IBM system/360, IBM system/370, Digital  Equipment Corporation's PDP‑8, Intel 8080 microprocessor, and Radio Shack's  TRS‑80 were developed during the period 1964‑1978.

First generation computors were bulky, required large amounts of air  conditioning to dissipate heat created by the many vacuum tubes.  Second  generation computors were more reliable and required less power.  third  generation computors were characterized by advanced miniaturization‑the  integrated circuit.  Fourth generation computors featured many changes in all  areas of the computor field, including the introduction of the microprocessor,  the microcomputor, the computor‑on‑a‑chip, and the hand‑held computors. 

It was not until 1642 that the first practical calculating machine was built  by a 19‑year old Frenchman named Pascal.  Pascal's calculator was limited to performing only addition and subtraction operations.  About thirty years  later, a German mathematician named Leibnitz developed a similar machine which  could also multiply and divide.

Today only very large business can afford the luxury of computors do to their  extremely large costs and the complexity of operation.
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END OF HISTORY INFORMATION

The above is taken from the book "An Introduction to Computors" by Donald  Spencer, Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co.


